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FOR EVEN MORE CREATIVITY

BE INSPIRED BY THE CREATIVE SETS

TIP

MANDALAS
For the lines, we recommend to use a water-resistant pen,
such as the MONO drawing pen. Fineliners like the
MONO drawing pen come in various line widths and
can therefore be precisely adapted to your needs.
You can use various pens to color a mandala.
Either take brightly color pencils like Irojiten or
select felt-tip pens, such as TwinTones.

YOU CAN EMPLOY LOTS OF
TECHNIQUES AND EFFECTS
IN YOUR BULLET JOURNAL:
the MONO edge double tipped highlighters with their
innovative chisel tip are particularly suitable for color coding,
while TwinTones with their two tips of diﬀerent widths allow
you to draw in wonderful colors matching your mood.

If you would like to achieve vivid
and strong colors, use ABT PRO
alcohol-based markers. Alcoholbased ink can be applied in
layers without the paper pilling.
This allows for harmonious,
streak-free ink application.
The slim and ergonomic shape
of the pens ensures a great feel.

TIP

If you work with
alcohol-based brush
pens, it is best to use
very smooth high
opacity paper like
Tombow Bristol Paper.

It is essential to maintain
the basic symmetry
when creating mandalas.
It is therefore important
that the same circle be
symmetrically repeated
throughout the work.

TAKE A LOOK AT FREE
MANDALA TEMPLATES

Lettering & Blended Lettering Sets

THE MONO TWIN OFFERS
UNLIMITED CREATIVITY

THE Tombow ADHESIVE RANGE
includes glue rollers, liquid glue and glue sticks for various
materials and applications. Here, hobbyists will ﬁnd exactly
the right product to turn their ideas into great and, above all,
long-lasting results.

TIP

TIP

In addition to the ﬂexible
brush tip that you can
use to paint the whole
surface, you’ll ﬁnd a ﬁne
ﬁrm tip on the other side,
which is great for
details and edges.

TIP

Create your
own sticky notes
by using the
Tombow removable
glue tape.

Allow MONO MULTI
liquid glue to dry completely
and then place the two
surfaces together to
achieve removable gluing.
For permanent gluing
bring the surfaces together
while the glue is still wet.

as the oil-based marker is water-proof and suitable
for diﬀerent materials such as glass, stone, wood
and much more.

Bristol Paper
Water Brush
Watercolor Paper

TIP

Watercoloring Sets

The MONO twin dries
quickly and is permanent.
You can wipe smooth
surfaces clean (such as glass)
using nail polish remover.
Beforehand, make sure to
test in an inconspicuous spot
how your material reacts to
the nail polish remover.

MONO eraser

Blending Mister

Creative Journaling Kits

MONO zero eraser

Watercoloring Canvas Sets
Irojiten Sets

BULLET JOURNALING
TEMPLATES FOR FREE

Compared to ABT PRO, ABT Dual Brush Pens
contain water-based dye ink. That means the
colors can be mixed with each other and
blended with water. This enables you to create
unique Manga illustrations.

DISCOVER MORE AT

CHECK OUT MORE IDEAS

Blending Palette

ABT PRO Starter Set

www.tomboweurope.com

L ET T ER I N G

L E T T E R ING

L E T TE R I N G

WATERCOLORING

FUDENOSUKE BRUSH PEN

Tombow ABT DUAL BRUSH PENS
ARE PERFECT FOR HAND LETTERING.
By applying diﬀerent amounts of pressure on the brush tip,
you can draw diﬀerent line widths typical for lettering.
Increase the pressure for thick lines and decrease the
pressure for thin lines.

FIND YOUR LETTERING STYLE
WITH THE ALCOHOL-BASED
Tombow ABT PRO MARKERS.
Unlike water-based brush pens, alcohol-based ink
allows for smooth color transitions without water.
Alcohol-based ink also has the advantage that it does
not brighten the original color.

SMALL BRUSH TIPS
LIKE THE FUDENOSUKE
are suitable for small letterings
like greeting cards or place cards.

TIP

IROJITEN

Tombow ABT DUAL BRUSH PENS
ARE THE PERFECT TOOL FOR
WATERCOLOR PAINTING .

TIP

If you want to use a template for your drawing or painting,
print out the template on regular paper and hatch the back side
with your pencil. Then, place the template with the hatched
surface facing down onto the watercoloring paper and trace
the contours with the pencil. This way, the outlines will be
transferred to the paper.

SPECIAL PRACTICE SHEETS
FOR FREE

THE IROJITEN COLOR PENCILS
IMPRESS WITH THEIR OUTSTANDING
QUALITY AND ELEGANT DESIGN.
With a hard, wax-based lead they are ideal
for precise details and sharp lines. Available in
100 individual color tones and three sets.

ILLUSTRATION WITH
ALCOHOL-BASED Tombow ABT PRO
The alcohol-based ink provides strong, streak-free
coverage by repeated application of paint. By layering the ink,
you can also create eﬀects, depth and shadows and
intensify colors. The ink is well controllable and allows for
particularly precise drawing.

If you want to be creative
on the go, a water tank
brush is just the thing
for you. You can simply
ﬁll it with water and apply
light pressure to the barrel
to get some water onto
the brush tip.

NEED MORE INSPIRATION?

in richly black color and in three diﬀerent line widths.
Due to the long metal nib the ﬁneliner is convenient
to utilize with templates and rulers.

TIP

TIP

Use the ABT PRO N00,
also called blender,
for lightening all
alcohol-based colors,
creating patterns or
adding accents.

TIP

Use mechanical
pencils for
precise
sketches.

MONO GRAPH
The MONO Graph Mechanical Pencil features an
innovative shaking-mechanism that allows the user to
extend the lead by simply shaking the pencil. Its ﬁxed 4 mm tip
enables precise drawing.

THE MONO DRAWING PEN FINELINER
OUTLINES ILLUSTRATIONS AND
FINE ACCENTS

You can add depth
and dimension to
your ﬁneliner artwork
by building up
shadows. This
works by hatching.

TIP

TIP

DISCOVER
MORE AT

ILLUSTRATION
MONO DRAWING PEN

Instead of using a
ready-made black for
shadows, we recommend
using other dark shades such
as dark purple or dark blue
or creating dark eﬀects by
layering. This will give your
artwork a more realistic
and natural shadow.

TIP

The Fudenosuke
Brush Pen
is suitable for
beginners because
its small tip is easy
to control.

INSPIRATIONS

SPECIAL PRACTICE
SHEETS FOR FREE

MONO 100 I MONO GRAPH

ILLUSTRATION

MONO 100

If you have mastered the principles of brush lettering,
you will have a lot of fun with blended lettering.
Even with just one color you can create a nice monochromatic
eﬀect. If you choose colors of one color family you can create
a color gradient with ombre eﬀect. Combining harmonious
colors creates the so-called colorful blending eﬀect.

Use the
following rule as a guide:
downstrokes (= from
top to bottom) are drawn
thick with a lot of pressure,
while upstrokes (= from
bottom to top) are drawn
thin with little pressure.

ILLUSTRATION

MONO 100 is a top quality pencil with superb varnish ﬁnish,
available in 17 degrees of hardness. These pencils oﬀer
unusual contrast due to extra dark, high density graphite leads.

Thanks to the water-based ink, you can mix
the ink with water and blend the colors.

TIP

ILLUSTRATION

DISCOVER
MORE AT

